Abstract. It is significant to research investment entities' competitiveness evaluation model for incremental distribution projects to ensure the efficient investment construction and safe and stable operation of the incremental distribution projects. This paper puts forward the evaluation index system of the competitiveness of investment entities of incremental distribution project, which covers the scale and performance, customer and service, brand and image, strategy and culture, operation and management, innovation and growth, and determines the weight of the index through the key success factor analysis method. Through the empirical study found that traditional power grid enterprise and state-owned enterprises belonged to local governments have the strongest competitiveness.
Introduction
Incremental distribution of investment liberalization is one of the core tasks of Sale side reform in China, and with the gradual implementation of the incremental distribution pilot project, all parties enthusiastically involved in incremental distribution [1] . Incremental distribution project investment adopt public bidding to determine the selection of the final investment subject. As far as the pilot project is concerned, the competition among market participants such as large energy central enterprises, local government and state-owned enterprises is higher, so we need to construct the evaluation of competition ability of incremental distribution project model and analyze different types of main competitive advantages and disadvantages to provide decision support for the bid subject.
At present, domestic research focuses on orderly distribution of investment in incremental distribution and analysis of related problems [2] [3] [4] , but the research on the key influencing factors of the bidding of the incremental distribution project and the advantages and disadvantages of different types of subjects is still blank. This paper firstly constructs the evaluation index system of competitiveness of incremental distribution projects, and then construct the evaluation method based on the analysis of key success factors, and finally makes an empirical analysis to verify the proposed model is scientific and reasonable.
The Evaluation Index System of Competitiveness of Incremental Distribution Projects
Enterprise competitiveness, including external competitiveness and internal competitiveness is the comprehensive ability of enterprises to provide higher value for customers and society to achieve sustainable and healthy development. Among them, external competitiveness is the external performance of competitiveness, and core elements include scale and performance, customer and service, brand and image; internal competitiveness are driving force and sources of competitiveness, and core elements including strategy and culture, operation and management, innovation and growth.
In accordance with the principles of system, the principle of importance, the principle of data availability, the construction of the evaluation index system of competitiveness of investment entities of incremental distribution projects is been shown below: 
Business Performance
The total profit of the sales companies Sales profit margin Market Performance Market turnover, share, market share, etc.
Customer and Service

Product Price and Quality
The utility level of the price package and the corresponding service provided for the owners and users of incremental distribution projects by investment entities Customer Satisfaction
Service efficiency , quality, customer relationship, etc.
Brand and Image
Brand Value
Whether it has a good brand image and brand influence Brand Relevance Relevance with the traditional advantages and the main core business brand inherent
Strategy and Culture
Business strategy
In terms of the business structure, product structure and other direction, whether it is reasonable with the strategic layout, whether it can be adjusted according to environmental changes appropriate business strategy
Company Culture
Sales companies' market awareness, innovation awareness, service awareness, etc.
Operation and Management
Organizational management capability wheter the management framework and level and management mechanism of the power sales company meeting the requirements of the competition or not
Resource utilization capacity
Internal resource coordination and configuration capability; external government enterprise relationship and supplier relationship utilization capability
Business operation capability
Whether the operation mode and operation process of investment entities is scientific and reasonable, and whether it could prevent and control the risks Market development capability
Whether investment entities have the ability to develop new service products and promote it timely
Innovation and Growth
Technological innovation ability
Whether investment entities have the ability to innovate innov at and whether the sales companies have a wealth of innovative results and the ability to transformate the results
Talent team building ability
The scale, professional ability of investment entities; The matching of talent and job demand; Talent equivalent density Figure 1 . Evaluation index system of competitiveness of investment entities of incremental distribution projects.
Evaluation Method of Competitiveness of Investment Entities of Incremental Distribution Projects
The evaluation process of competitiveness of investment entities of incremental distribution project is as follows:
(1) Selection of competition objects. According to the current bidding situation of incremental distribution projects, traditional power grid enterprise, state-owned enterprises owned by local governments, the oil and other energy central enterprises, large integrated energy private enterprises, power sales companies with core business related to electricity, and independent power sales companies.
(2) Data acquisition. The relevant data of the Company are obtained from the trading organization, publicity materials for government departments, the corporate website, the social responsibility report, the regulatory department report and the relevant information.
(3) Weight setting. The weights of the indicators at all levels are identified by key success factors through questionnaires, expert interviews, etc.
(4) Scoring evaluation. In accordance with the principle of combination of subjective and objective, evaluate by refining the rating level, making clear scoring criteria, and organizating expert scoring.
(5) Diagnostic analysis. According to the evaluation results, evaluate and analyze the competitiveness of all types of investment entities of incremental distribution projects.
Determine the Weights of Indexes at Different Levels Based on the Key Success Factor Analysis Method
Delphi method and expert scoring method were used to determine the importance evaluation matrix of each index:
Among them, r ij ={0,1,2}, makes each two compare each other, and if the factor I is more important than the factor j, it is evaluated as 2 points, equally important is 1, and the unimportant is 0.r i =r i1 +r i2 +...r ij , the weight of the index i: R i =r i /∑ n r.
Calculate the weight of investment entities of incremental distribution projects competitiveness index as shown in the following figure: Primary dimension Secondary dimension Three dimension external25%
Scale and performance10%
Enterprise Scale 3% Business Performance 2% Market Performance 5%
Customer and Service10%
Product Price and Quality10% Customer Satisfaction10%
Brand and Image5%
Brand Value5% Brand Relevance5% inherent75%
Strategy and Culture15%
Business strategy 5% Company Culture5%
Operation and Management40%
Organizational management capability5% Resource utilization capacity 15% Business operation capability 10% Market development capability 5%
Innovation and Growth20%
Technological innovation ability5% Talent team building ability 10% Figure 2 . Weight of investment entities of incremental distribution projects competitiveness index.
Case Analysis Scoring Evaluation of Competitiveness of Investment Entities of Incremental Distribution Projects Competitiveness Index
According to the model constructed, the standardized assignment is carried out. The sales data of investment entities of incremental distribution projects competitiveness index are divided into 5 files and assigned according to the standard score of 1~5. The qualitative index is organized by expert scoring 1~5, which is shown in the following table. 
Scale and Performance
Enterprise Scale 5 2 3 1 3 1 Business Performance 5 2 3 2 2 1 Market Performance 5 4 2 1 1 1 Customer and Service Product Price and Quality 5 3 3 2 2 1 Customer Satisfaction 3 4 3 4 4 2
Brand and Image
Brand 
Analysis of Competitiveness of Investment entities of Incremental Distribution Projects
The scores of competitiveness of differentinvestment entities of incremental distribution projects are listed below: The advantages and disadvantages of differentinvestment entities of incremental distribution projects are shown as below: Figure 3 . The advantages and disadvantages of differentinvestment entities of incremental distribution projects.
Overall, traditional power grid enterprises and state-owned enterprises owned by local governments have significant advantages in incremental distribution bidding. Traditional power grid enterprise are competitive in aspects of scale and performance, brand value, service quality, etc. and there is room for improvement in their inner competitiveness of business operations, resource utilization and organization management, etc.
From the incremental distribution project of Anhui Province, Ningguo economic and Technological Development Zone of Fujian Ningde Wanwu-Zhangwan Industrial Park business pilot project bid increment distribution situation, the investors both include the traditional power grid enterprises and state-owned enterprises owned by local governments.
Conclusion
The model can be applied from the following aspects in the future: (1) It is applied to all kinds of power sellers, which will help all kinds of power companies find their advantages and disadvantages, and take measures to improve their competitiveness through joint bidding with highly competitive investors. (2) It is applied in the sale of electricity reform departments and departments for supervision of market operation, which is conducive to the discovery of incremental distribution project quality investment subject and has a strong practical significance for the protection of power project investment and construction, incremental efficient safe and stable operation.
